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Abstrat

A disussion is led on a onstitutive modelling of granular soils and soil-struture

interfaes for whih large hanges in their internal state are likely to take plae

throughout loading. Relevant variables aounting for this internal state are

disussed. They must inlude the e�ets of both the spei� volume and the

mean pressure and also the in�uene of the ontat diretions of the granular

assembly related to indued anisotropy in the granular material. Two elasto-

plasti onstitutive models for the volume element of soil and for soil-struture

interfaes are presented. They were designed in suh a way that with a unique set

of model parameters, very di�erent internal states an be addressed throughout

yli loadings. The validation of the onstitutive models was performed on the

basis of experimental tests performed using Fontainebleau sand. Finally, the

validation is ahieved studying a boundary value problem involving yli axially

loadings on a pile loated in a sand massif. The simulations showed results in a

fairly good agreement with the results obtained from orresponding entrifuge

tests on�rming the preditive apability of the two onstitutive models.

Keywords: elasto-plastiity, ritial state mehanis, yli loading, soil-pile

interation, granular soils

Complex loading paths suh as yli loadings are handled by the onstitutive

models of soils with di�ulty. The problem arises from the extensive hanges in

the internal struture of the material during suh loading paths. Generally, the

onstitutive models give fair predition of the soil behaviour when the initial

state and the loading path are not too far from those used for the identi�ation

of the model onstants. When the loading path has indued great hanges in

the internal struture, the set of parameters is no more adapted to the atual

material properties of the material. Suh yli loadings are nevertheless typial

in ivil engineering. We an ite the dynamial fores indued by earthquakes

but also the repeated ations of wind and wind waves on o�-shore energy pro-
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dution plants. Similar loading a�ets eolian in-shore power plants and their

soil foundation.

If great hanges take plae within the granular material, it is therefore im-

portant that the assoiated onstitutive model re�ets these hanges in a ertain

way. The �rst part of this work is thus dediated to the de�nition of appropriate

variables that ould be introdued in a onstitutive model for soil in order to

better take into aount the great evolution of the internal struture.

First, onerning the onstitutive modelling itself, deades of sienti� work

took plae sine the �rst adaptations of elasto-plastiity to soils by Lade for

example in the ase of granular material [1℄. Beause mehanial deformations

in soils are fundamentally di�erent than those in metals, large developments

have been required to better apture the behaviour of soils. The assumptions

of a yield surfae enlosing an elasti regime and of a plasti potential ruling

plasti deformations were abandoned by di�erent authors working outside the

elasto-plastiity framework. For example, Dafalias adapted its bounding sur-

fae onept for lays [2℄. This model still has in ommon with the lassial

elasto-plastiity that the ompliane tensor has also two values, one for inre-

mental stresses pointing outside the bounding surfae, and another one in the

other ases. More omplex dependenies of the ompliane tensor with respet

to the inremental loading diretion were also proposed. For example, inre-

mental non-linear models were obtained assuming a diret non-linear relation

between the inrements of the stress tensor and of the strain tensor [3℄. Other

inremental non-linear (INL) models were proposed e.g. by Chambon [4℄ or

by Darve [5℄ (see also, respetively, [6℄ and [7℄) by interpolating the material

response from known responses along some given loading paths. Note that the

bounding surfae plastiity an also lead to INL onstitutive relations [8℄. Suh

non-linear relations are generally more apable to handle omplex loadings paths

with hanging inremental stress diretions [9, 10℄.

Nevertheless, geomaterials may reveal omplex behaviours on simple loading

paths, suh as axisymmetri (�triaxial�) paths, as soon as yli loadings are

involved. For example, the volumetri behaviour of a sand sample an drastially

hange during yles if the density is su�iently a�eted [11, 12, 13, 14℄.

Sine the design of Cam-Clay model [15℄, the density of soils is reognized

as a key parameter ruling their behaviour. In fat, the void ratio e and the

mean pressure p, though of di�erent kinds, annot be dissoiated. Indeed, a

sand that an be quali�ed as dense sine exhibiting dilation for p “ 100 kPa

an only show ontrative volumetri deformations for a on�ning stress of 2000

kPa [16℄. Then, one should better use the terms of ontrative, poorly dilative

and dilative sands whih are more orret than loose, medium dense and dense

sands sine the nature of the behaviour also depends on the mean pressure.

Figure 1 shematizes the typial behaviours of ontrative and dilative sands

in drained onditions. On this �gure, sII{p is the stress ratio, ratio between

the seond invariant of the stress tensor and the mean pressure, i.e. one third
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of the �rst invariant of the stress tensor. Di�erent works have inluded the
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Figure 1: Compression drained triaxial test: idealized behaviours of dilative and ontrative

sands.

joint in�uene of density and mean pressure, either in Kolymbas hypoplastiity

framework [17, 18℄, or in bounding surfae plastiity framework [19, 20℄, for

example.

But some experiments have also revealed di�erent features for samples with

same pe, pq values. In undrained experiments on Hostun sand, samples having

faed di�erent pre-loading histories show di�erent behaviours, even if the void

ratio is nearly onstant for a same on�ning stress [21℄. Similar results were

also obtained for Toyoura sand [13℄ using drained torsional simple shear tests.

Indeed, samples with a same void ratio and same on�ning pressure ontrated

very di�erently depending on the previous shear history. These experiments

evidene the key role of the stress history and among other the key in�uene of

the indued anisotropy reated during a previous loading phase. Therefore, pre-

viously quoted works, designed for initially isotropi materials, have in this ase

to be improved. Di�erent authors proposed to enompass both e�ets of dense

state and indued anisotropy either in the lassial elasto-plastiity framework

[22, 23℄ or in Dafalias bounding surfae plastiity [24, 25, 26℄. Note that the

density e�ets are inluded in the MIT-S1 model of [24℄ only through e-values,

without onsidering p. However, the validation of suh formulations with yli

deviatori loadings are not systematially presented. This is one purpose of the

work presented herein. A seond purpose is to present a omprehensive study,

proposing both a soil and a soil-struture onstitutive model, and a validation

of the models through a boundary value problem.

The work in this paper is based on CJS elasto-plasti model, denoted this

way from the names of its authors [27, 28℄. Setion 1 details the general formula-

tion of this onstitutive model, omparing its main features with some lassial

results. Setion 2 extends the disussion about variables that ould desribe the

internal state of the soil, and details the hanges that are made to CJS rela-

tions in order to take into aount this internal state, as to the limits of these

hanges. Setion 3 presents a soil-struture interfae model, whih is derived

from the enhaned soil volume model. Finally, an appliation whih is also a
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validation of these two models is performed solving a soil-struture problem in

setion 4 whih is the main ontribution of this work. Experimental results

obtained during a benhmark whih involved ylially and axially loaded piles

are ompared to the blind-preditions obtained using the onstitutive relations

for soils and soil-struture interfaes. This benhmark was performed during

the Frenh national projet SOLCYP

1

.

1. Elasto-plasti relations for soils

This setion presents the general formulation of CJS model [28℄ (or [27, 29℄ in

Frenh publiations) omparing its features with lassial results in geomehan-

is. Like other onstitutive models for soils, the equations desribe phenomena

related to the intrinsi part of the soil, i.e the solid skeleton. Therefore, if the

material is saturated, stresses must be understood as e�etive stresses but, for

onveniene, the supersript ' is omitted in the following equations.

1.1. Hypoelasti mehanism

Inside a given stress domain (whih is learly de�ned in setions 1.2.2 and 1.3),

inremental stresses dσ are omputed from inremental strains dε aording to

a non-linear Hooke's law:

dσ “ 2Ge dε ` pKe ´
2

3
Geq trpdεq I

ô dσ “ Ke trpdεq I ` 2Ge de
(1)

with I the identity seond order tensor and de the deviatori part of dε. The

formulation for moduli Ke
and Ge

are given in setion 2.1.

One the limit of the hypoelasti domain is reahed, irreversible strain meh-

anisms are initiated. Experiments on granular soils show that both deviatori

and isotropi parts of the stress tensor may lead to irreversible deformations

[30, 31, 13, 32℄.

1.2. Deviatori plasti mehanism

Additional strains, dεdp, appear when the stress state reahes a given sur-

fae, the yield riterion, and at the same time when the inrement of loading

is direted outward. Sine a preise determination of the yield surfae would

require omplex experiments, this surfae is generally stated to be similar to the

plasti limit ondition (also denoted failure or limit surfae) that bounds the

possible material stress states.

1

Behaviour of piles subjeted to yli loadings
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1.2.1. Plasti limit ondition

The plasti limit ondition of an initially isotropi soil depends on the three

stress invariants whih involve the mean pressure, the intensity of the stress

deviatori tensor and the relative magnitude of the intermediate prinipal stress.

Di�erent existing riteria were developed for geomaterials, for example Mohr-

Coulomb (M-C), Matsuoka and Nakai (M-N) [33℄ and Lade and Dunan [1℄

riteria. M-N and Lade surfaes have the advantage to be di�erentiable without

restrition, ontrary to M-C surfae.

The three riteria indue a diret link between failure in axisymmetri ex-

tension (with prinipal stresses σ3 ă σ2 “ σ1) and failure in axisymmetri

ompression (σ1 ą σ2 “ σ3). M-C and M-N are idential from this point

of view and are not able to predit extension failure from ompression failure

data orretly. Several studies involving a Disrete Element Method on�rmed

Lade's desription of the in�uene of the intermediate prinipal stress [34, 35, 36℄

and partiularly the predition of the extension strength from the ompression

strength (both strengths are de�ned using the ratio between the seond and the

�rst invariant of the stress tensor, denoted I1 and sII respetively).

Contrary to before-mentioned riteria, the deviatori plasti limit riterion

of CJS model [27, 29℄ presents two parameters in ase the extension and om-

pression strengths are alibrated separately (see Figure 2). The equation of the

riterion in the deviatori plane is written:

sII hpθsq ´Rlim I1 “ 0 (2)

with

hpθsq “ p1 ´ γ cosp3θsqq
1{6

(3)

Angle θs is the Lode angle (for example θs “ 00
for axisymmetri ompression,

and θs “ 600
for axisymmetri extension), and I1 “ trpσq “ 3 p is the �rst

invariant of the stress tensor. The model parameter γ rules the dissymetry of the

riterion evidened by the ratio between ompression and extension strengths

whih is di�erent from unity. For γ “ 0 the riterion is irular in the deviatori

plane, whih is not adapted to a three-dimensional desription of soil behaviour.

Finally, Rlim orresponds to the mean radius of the limit surfae in the deviatori

plane; this parameter is disussed more in detail in setion 2.2.

The limit surfae of CJS model, plotted in Figure 3, is ompared to Lade

riterion for a set of parameters leading to the same values for the extension and

ompression strengths for both models. One an note that the departure be-

tween the two riteria is very small for any other intermediate prinipal stresses

(Figure 3(b)). The plot for Lade riterion in Figure 3 was obtained using the

polar expression of this riterion derived in [37℄.

1.2.2. Yield riterion

The elasti domain is stritly inluded inside the plasti limit surfae, with

a similar shape as already stated but is written aording to a �loal� devia-

tori stress, q. Indeed, a kinemati hardening an move the enter of the yield
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Figure 2: Preditions, Mohr-Coulomb (M-C), Matsuoka-Nakai (M-N), or Lade, riteria of

the triaxial extension strength, for a given ompression strength. The ommon value of the

ompression strength is expressed through Mohr-Coulomb parameter: the internal frition

angle φ. No suh onstraint between extension and ompression strengths exists for CJS

model.
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riterion away from the hydrostati axis. We an write: q “ s ´ I1 X, with

X a non-dimensional tensor positioning the enter of the yield surfae within

the prinipal stress spae. Figure 4 depits the yield riterion in the otohedral

plane. The orresponding equation is written:

f “ qII p1 ´ γ cosp3θqqq
1{6

´RI1 “ 0 (4)

Angle θq has to be understood as a loal Lode angle (see Figure 4), belonging

s
1

s
2

s
3

I
1
 X

qθ
q

s

Figure 4: Cross-setion in the otohedral plane of the yield surfae. The surfae, entered at

X, restrits the loal deviator q.

to the whole interval r00; 3600s.

Apart from hanges of X , shearing also a�ets the value of the mean radius

R of the surfae through an isotropi hardening. Both internal variables R and

X tend to a �nite value in suh a way that the yield surfae stritly remains

inside the plasti limit domain. For this purpose, a non-linear link between R

and its hardening variable v is used:

dR “
ARm

2

pAv `Rmq2
dv (5)

Equation (5) introdues two model parameters: A and Rm. Rm is the �nal

value of R when v tends to in�nity. The evolution of hardening variable v is

obtained aording to equation (6) whih is partly dedued from the generalized

standard material (GSM) approah from Halphen and Son Nguyen [38℄. The

GSM approah was introdued to satisfy the seond thermodynamial priniple

that rules irreversible phenomena.

dv “ ´dλd
Bf

BR

ˆ

p0

p

˙1.5

(6)
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In equation (6), dλd is the plasti multiplier orresponding to the deviatori

yield riterion, and the extra term pp0{pq1.5, with p0=100 kPa, was introdued
after experimental omparisons to damp out the strong in�uene of the mean

pressure in the hardening proess [28℄. Conerning the evolution of X, a linear

relation with its kinemati hardening variable α is used but dα is omputed in

suh a way that �nite limits for both α and X exist:

dX “ adα and dα “ ´dλd
ˆ

dev

ˆ

Bf

BX

˙

` I1 φX

˙ ˆ

p0

p1

˙1.5

(7)

In equation (7), a is a hardening model parameter, and we denote devpTq the

deviatori part of any tensor T. φ is not a model parameter but de�ned so that

dα tends to zero when the yield riterion reahes the plasti limit ondition.

For example, in axisymmetri onditions, φ “ 1{pRlim ´Rmq.

1.2.3. Plasti potential

Beause plasti volumetri strains for soils an be either ontrative or dila-

tive and depend on the magnitude of the deviator stress, the additional strains

dεdp are omputed through the following dilatany rule:

dεdpv “ β

ˆ

sII

scII
´ 1

˙

|s : dedp|

sII
(8)

A harateristi state [30℄ (or Phase Transformation State [39℄) separating

the ontratany and the dilatany domains is introdued through scII . scII
is the orresponding value of the seond invariant of the stress tensor on the

harateristi surfae assoiated to the atual mean pressure. For onveniene,

the harateristi surfae has the same shape as the plasti limit or the yield

surfae and is haraterized by a mean radius Rchar:

scII p1 ´ γ cosp3θsqq1{6 ´Rchar I1 “ 0 (9)

The value for radius Rchar is disussed in setion 2.2. Negative values for

model parameter β have to be used so that both dilative (dε
dp
V ă 0 for dε

dp
1

ą 0)

or ontrative (dε
dp
V ą 0 for dε

dp
1

ą 0) behaviours are obtained for sII ą scII or

sII ă scII . Irrespetive of the ontrative or the dilative nature of the behaviour,

when |β| dereases (under same stress states), the intensity of the plasti devi-

atori volumetri strains (slope |dεdpV {dεdp
1

|) dereases.

The �ow rule is not assoiated, then the plasti potential is di�erent from

the yield surfae. The details for the omputation of the plasti strain tensor,

whih atually does not require to know the expression of the plasti potential

but just the normal to this surfae, an be found in [27, 28℄.

1.3. Isotropi plasti mehanism

A seond plasti mehanism whih allows losing the stress spae along

the hydrostati axis is introdued. The orresponding yield surfae is a plane
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and the riterion is de�ned by p “ pcons, where pcons orresponds to the pre-

onsolidation pressure. The ativation of this plane generates a plasti strain

dεip omputed aording to an assoiated �ow rule (see Figure 5).

p = pcons

σ
1

σ
2

σ
3

(σ
1
=σ

2=σ )

εd
ip

3

Figure 5: Isotropi plasti mehanism: orresponding yield riterion and �ow rule.

The hardening or this plasti surfae is ruled by a �plasti ompressibility

modulus� Kp
:

dpcons “ Kp trpdεipq (10)

Parameter Γe{p relates Kp
to modulus Ke

: Kp “ Ke{Γe{p. From equation

(10), one an note that the evolution of pcons obeys the formulation of standard

generalized materials.

To onlude, the onstitutive model CJS gives a relationship between the

inrement of stress and the inrement of total strain as dσ “ Fpdεe ` dεdp `
dεipq with dεe orresponding to the hypoelasti mehanism and dεdp and dεip

to the deviatori and isotropi plasti mehanism respetively.

2. Adaptation of CJS relations to the hanges in the internal state of

the soil

CJS relations are adapted to take into aount di�erent initial densities and

hanges within the struture of the soil due to repeated loadings.

2.1. Properties inside the yield riteria

Experimental tests suggest that both moduli Ke
and Ge

depend on the

mean pressure p [40℄. This dependeny being non linear, a power dependeny

involving a parameter n (e.g Ke9ppqn) is introdued. For an isotropi granular

material, the values of moduli Ke
and Ge

are also a�eted by large variations

of density. Thus, a dependeny with respet to the void ratio e is also adopted.

The formulation proposed by Hardin & Rihart [41℄ is used. Then, to warrant

that a onstant Poisson is obtained in any ase Ke
and Ge

are written:

Ge “ Ge0 p2.17 ´ eq2

1 ` e

ˆ

p

p0

˙n

Ke “ Ke0 p2.17 ´ eq2

1 ` e

ˆ

p

p0

˙n

(11)
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Three model parameters are involved: n, Ge0
, Ke0

. Ge0
and Ke0

are referene

values for the moduli under a referene pressure p0 equal to 100kPa. The value

of this referene pressure is not an additional parameter and is arbitrarily ho-

sen equal to the atmospheri pressure.

In fat, the dependeny with respet to the void ratio introdues a oupling

between elasti and plasti behaviours sine the plasti mehanisms of defor-

mation a�et also the void ratio. Due to this oupling, the terms of �elasti�

or �plasti� strains have to be dealt with arefully. They are no more diretly

equivalent to �reversible� or �irreversible�, as pointed out by Huekel and Maier

[42℄, and Houlsby and Collins [43, 44℄. Indeed, the strain indued by the plasti

mehanisms annot be onsidered as the di�erene between the total strains for

two states at the same stress anymore. Figure 6 illustrates this. In this Figure,

�elasti� strain is de�ned as the strain assoiated to an inrease of stress through

a ompliane tensor, whih is a possible hoie among others.

σ

ε

A

B

≠εpl

A-B
≠ε

e

A-B

=εpl

A-B=εe

A-B

1
E0 1

E1

* : changes in 

E, from E  to

E   because

of plastic

deformation

*
0

1

Figure 6: One-dimensionnal example of a material with elasti-plasti oupling: parameter

E evolves (only) aording to plasti deformation. There is no more equivalene between

"elasti/plasti" and "reversible/irreversible" terms. (Inspired by Figure 2 in [43℄)

Seondly, the pressure-dependeny of Ge
leads to some thermodynamial

inonsistenies. Indeed, as shown in [45℄, equations (1) and (11) do not or-

respond anymore to a behaviour ruled by a potential energy, funtion of the

strains. Thermodynamial onsistent formulations have been proposed by sev-

eral authors: the disussion by Niemunis & Cudny[46℄ summarizes many of the

oldest ones. More reently, suh formulations an also be found in [47, 48℄.

In these ases, the onstitutive relations are neessarily oupled: the spherial

part of the stress tensor depend both on the spherial and deviatori parts of

the strain tensor, ontrary to equation (1) whih is herein adopted.

In fat, the stress domain inside whih equation (1) holds true is not on-

sidered in this work as an elasti domain where no irreversibilities take plae.

Stritly speaking, the elasti behaviour for soils is restrained to strains in a very

small domain, for example below 10´5
for lays under triaxial paths [49, 50℄,

whih is muh smaller than the domain of strains we are interested in in this

work.
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For these reasons, there is no real shortoming to use the hypoelasti (as

de�ned by Loret [51℄) equations (1) and (11). The orresponding onstitutive

relations are to be understood as desribing a behaviour that may reveal some

irreversibilities, nevertheless redued ompared to what ours outside this hy-

poelasti domain.

Let us �nally emphasize that granular soils an probably not be adequately

simulated by a sound elasto-plasti theory. In this kind of medium, elasti

deformations ome from reversible deformations of grains and grain ontats.

Then, elasti deformations are ruled by the features of the set of ontats be-

tween grains. On the other hand, plasti deformation involve mainly hanges in

this set of ontats. Then, reversible and irreversible deformations are oupled:

an evolving plasti deformation indues hanges in the elasti deformation. In

elasto-plastiity theory, for a given stress inrement, the hanges in elasti and

plasti deformations are unoupled.

2.2. In�uenes of void ratio and mean pressure

As stated in the introdution, the whole mehanial behaviour of granular

soils, and not only the hypoelasti domain is in�uened by the density of the ma-

terial. Nevertheless, after large deformations, a unique ritial state is supposed

to be reahed [52℄, where both stresses and volumetri strains do not evolve

anymore. In fat, the existene of a unique stable state holds also true for the

fabri within the material [53℄. For triaxial ompression tests, this ritial state

is ompletely de�ned by the value of the mean pressure p (or I1): whatever the

initial state of the soil, the �nal values for the deviatori stress sII and the void

ratio e only depend on I1. Espeially, a unique material parameter Rcrit exists,

suh that, at ritial state, sII hpθsq “ Rcrit I1. Here again, the shape of the

ritial state surfae is derived from the shape of the limit surfae.

It has long been reognized that the urve ecritppq disriminates the soils

between pure ontrative and dilative soils [52℄: both void ratio e and mean

pressure p are to be onsidered to qualify the behaviour of soils. Soils with an

initial state pe, pq suh that e ă ecritppq an ontrat and dilate, if e ą ecritppq
they an only ontrat. Been and Je�eries [54℄ proposed a state variable ψ that

should rule the mehanial behaviour of the soil:

ψ “ ψpe, pq “ e ´ ecritppq (12)

Aording to Equation 12, dilative soils (whih an ontrat and dilate) present

negative values of ψ, whereas positive values orrespond to purely ontrative

soils. The onstitutive models for soils proposed by [19, 20, 26℄ use the variable

ψ to desribe the in�uenes of both the void ratio and the mean pressure on

the behaviour of soils. The ritial state line (CSL) ecritppq is here supposed to

obey the power-law equation (12)

ecritppq “ e0crit ´ λcrit

ˆ

p

p0

˙ξ

(13)
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with e0crit, λcrit and ξ model parameters de�ning the ritial state line. As large

hanges in the internal state of the soil (variable ψ) may our throughout load-

ings, the mehanial properties of the sand an signi�antly evolve. Then, the

mean radii of the di�erent surfaes orresponding to di�erent referene states

(harateristi state, plasti limit state) of CJS onstitutive model are set de-

pendent on ψ. For an initially dense sand whih dilates due to shearing and

hene gets looser, Rlim dereases towards Rcrit, and Rchar inreases until Rcrit,

so that the properties of the ritial state are retrieved. That also means that

the softening observed for a dense sand after the peak of shear resistane is mod-

eled sine the plasti limit ondition here ollapses towards the ritial surfae

(see Figure 7). Experiments by [55, 16℄ attest the hanges in Rchar aording

to the void ratio and the on�ning stress and those by [56, 57℄ attest the depen-

deny of the internal frition angle (and thus of Rlim) with the void ratio and

the on�ning stress. Bi-linear evolutions for the mean radii Rchar and Rlim are
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Figure 7: The di�erent onstitutive surfaes, in di�erent ases (a ommon value for Rcrit

exists between the two ases).

proposed, introduing two positive model parameters αlim and αchar (see also

Figure 8):

Rchar “ min pRcrit p1 ` αchar ψq, Rcritq (14)

Rlim “ max pRcrit p1 ´ αlim ψq, Rcritq (15)

Within a di�erent framework, similar dependenies were introdued by [26℄ for

Figure 8: Changes in the harateristi and limit surfaes of the CJS model, aording to ψ.
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the size of the bounding strength surfae, and of the dilatany rule. Moreover,

some numerial simulations involving the Disrete Element Method showed that

both radii Rlim and Rchar also depend on indued anisotropy [58, 59℄. But for

the sake of simpliity, the dependeny with respet to the density of the soil is

only onsidered in this work.

Dilative materials show spei� features like the existene of a peak of shear

resistane and softening with a sti�er behaviour before the peak than observed

for purely ontrative material [16℄. Then, the properties of the plasti be-

haviour must also take into aount a dependeny with respet to ψ. For ex-

ample, the parameter a (Equation 7) involved in the kinemati hardening is

written as:

a “ a0 exp p´αa ψq

with a0 and αa two positive model parameters.

Finally, the intensity of dilation inreases when the value of ψ dereases (|ψ|
inreases). This intensity is diretly related to the value of the model parameter

β (see setion 1.2.3) whih absolute value must inrease with |ψ|. Then, β is

written:

β “ β0 exp pαβ ψq

with β0 and αβ two negative parameters.

2.3. Indued anisotropy

Di�erent experiments or numerial studies involving the Disrete Element

Method have evidened that the set pe, pq is not the only variable that in�uenes
the mehanial response of a sand. Indeed, the behaviour of granular materi-

als also depends on the diretion of the loading with respet to the ontat

diretions of grains. Physial experiments on rolled ylinders performed by [60℄

revealed that the sti�ness of the sample an be divided by ten depending on

the ontat diretions in the sample. The volumetri behaviour is also a�eted,

espeially the amount of ontrative volumetri deformations. Numerial ex-

periments (e.g. [61℄) showed also di�erent responses depending on the ontat

diretion of grains within the samples. Irrespetive of the initial anisotropy (that

an be aused by the onstrution of the sample under gravity), the orientation

of normals at ontat onforms the diretion of the major prinipal stress when

shearing [62, 63, 60℄. Reently, miro-omputed tomography on sand on�rmed

it again [64℄. For this reason, Wan & Guo [25℄ proposed a model whih properties

rely on a �fabri tensor� omputed proportionally to the deviatori stress tensor.

In CJS model, indued anisotropy is desribed through the non-dimensional

tensorX related to the kinemati hardening. Indeed, for equal prinipal stresses

pσ1, σ2 “ σ3q and loading, e.g. pdσ1 ą 0, dσ2 “ dσ3 “ 0q, the mehanial re-

sponse an be either hypo-elasti, or elasto-plasti (Figure 9). In Figure 9, on-

sider the enterXI1 of the yield riterion at loationX1I1 and let us onsider an

inrement of stress so that pdσ1 “ dσzz ą 0, dσ2 “ dσxx “ 0, dσ3 “ dσyy “ 0q.
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Figure 9: Indued anisotropy: from a given stress state, the response is di�erent depending on

X, i.e. the previous history. Here the major prinipal diretion orresponds to the physial

diretion z, and the two minor prinipal diretions to x and y.

The atual stress state being inside the hypo-elasti surfae, the material re-

sponse is hypo-elasti, with a high sti�ness and ontrative volumetri defor-

mations. In a seond ase, for another loation of XI1 (XI1 “ X2I1), the

atual stress state is on the yield riterion with an inrement of stress direted

outward. The response to the same inrement dσ is elasto-plasti, with lower

sti�ness and volumetri deformations that an be dilative.

Then, the predition of the behaviour through CJS model depends not only

on the value of prinipal stresses, but also in the most elementary way, on the

prinipal diretions of σ (ompared to the prinipal diretions of X). This ap-

proah that uses the kinemati hardening is also used for example in MIT-S1

model [24℄ and was brie�y explained in [28℄. Tensor X is supposed to model

the in�uene of the indued anisotropy on the behaviour of the material. In

fat, disrete simulations by [65℄ showed that strong orrelation exists between

X and the fabri (anisotropy of normals' diretions at ontat grains).

Finally, CJS model requires 17 independent parameters. An example of

alibration and validation of CJS model is provided for Fontainebleau sand in

setion 4.1.

3. Interfae onstitutive model for soil-struture

In geotehnial problems involving any struture in ontat with a soil, the

zone of soil in ontat with the struture exhibits spei� features di�erent from

both the struture and the soil. In this zone, the soil partiles are indeed neither

glued to the struture, nor prone to free relative displaements (without any re-

sisting fores). Thus, the behaviour of this zone must be modelled using spei�
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onstitutive equations. They relate the inrements of normal and tangential

stresses ating along the interfae to the inrements of normal and tangential

relative displaements. Only one tangential diretion is generally onsidered,

like in [66, 67, 68, 69, 70℄.

Experiments showed that the behaviour of this interfae is qualitatively ruled

by the ratio between the roughness of the struture and the representative parti-

le size of the soil [71℄. Di�erent experiments on sand - steel interfaes [66, 72, 71℄

revealed that the behaviour of smooth interfaes is elasti-plasti, with no rela-

tive normal displaements [71℄ or redued ones [66, 72℄ whereas a more omplex

behaviour was obtained for rough interfaes. The omplex behaviour for suh in-

terfaes is on�rmed by other works [73, 67, 74℄. We an draw a parallel between

the behaviour of a rough interfae and the behaviour of a granular soil provided

that a normal stress dependeny of the behaviour replaes the mean pressure

dependeny [73, 67℄. Indeed, like for soils, some experiments have shown both

the in�uene of the normal stress and of the void ratio inside the interfae on

the behaviour of the rough interfaes [66, 74℄.

For rough interfaes, a onstitutive model aounting for the internal state of

the interfae is then learly advantageous. While modellings proposed by [66, 68℄

require di�erent parameters for loose or dense samples, works by [67, 69℄ take

into aount both the in�uene of density and of the onstant normal stress.

However, these authors have only validated their models using monotoni load-

ings. Liu & Ling [70℄, extending their previous work [69℄, presented validations

of their model regarding yli tests. Their formulation, within the generalized

plastiity framework, inluded the ψ state parameter that is used for soil mod-

elling in setion 2.2. However, Liu & Ling onsidered that the yli response

of the interfae is ruled by partile breakage. Hene, in their model, the CSL

of the interfae shifts along e-axis during the yli loading, aording to the

evolution of the plasti work. Then, a densi�ation is obtained in the interfae

due to the �lling of voids by new �ne partiles reated after the breakage of

larger partiles. The peak stress ratio is also onsidered to evolve aording

�rst to ψ but also to the plasti work.

In this work, the dependeny of the behaviour with respet to the void

ratio in the interfae and the normal stress will only be kept. The design of

a onstitutive model for a rough interfae from a onstitutive model for soil is

performed replaing on the one hand the mean pressure p by the normal stress

σ and the deviatori stress tensor s by the (salar) tangential stress τ . On the

other hand, the normal relative displaement u is onsidered as equivalent to

the volumetri strain εV , whereas the tangential relative displaement γ replaes

the deviatori strain. Positive signs for σ and u still orrespond to ompression.

A ritial state line is also identi�ed. For the sake of simpliity, it is hosen as

linear in pe, lnpσqq plane:

eicrit “ e0 i
crit ´ ccrit ln

ˆ

σ

σ0

˙

(16)
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Figure 10: CJSi onstitutive model for rough interfaes: di�erent domains in the Mohr plane

for a dense interfae.

The interfae void ratio evolves aording to the interfae normal relative dis-

plaements, from an initial value that is supposed to be the one of the sur-

rounding soil. Moreover, a given thikness for the interfae must be assumed.

Di�erent authors measured this interfae thikness analyzing the displaement

�eld along an interfae experiening shearing, e.g. [71, 75℄. In these studies,

the deformations aused by the struture displaements seemed to onentrate

in a layer as thik as 5-10 times the mean diameter of the sand involved in the

interfae. Here, like in [67℄, the interfae thikness t is supposed to be equal to

ten times the mean diameter of the sand in the interfae (D50 « 0.22 mm for

Fontainebleau sand studied in setion 4

2

). Then, the variation of the interfae

void ratio an be determined from the inremental relative normal displaements

through equation (17):

de “ ´
du

t
p1 ` eq (17)

Figure 10 summarizes the main features of the onstitutive model CJSi, for

rough interfaes, derived from CJS model. Being ohesionless, the material in

the interfae annot bear tration and the ratio |τ |{σ is limited by the maximum

value |τ |{σ “ tanpϕlimq. The density of the interfae a�ets both angles ϕlim,

and ϕchar that rule the plasti behaviour (see also setion 3.2). The stress ratio

at ritial state is dedued from the parameter ϕcrit:

|τ |{σ “ tanpϕcritq (18)

Angles ϕchar and ϕlim whih are distint for dilative interfaes are equal to ϕcrit

2

Note that for Fontainebleau sand, D50's value may be fairly onsidered as onstant even

onsidering partile rushing (that is not the ase here). Various interfae experiments show

indeed that partile rushing in Fontainebleau sand a�ets the smallest partiles, that is: D10;

while D50 variations remain more limited (ă 15 %) than for other sands [76, 77℄.
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for purely ontrative interfaes:

tanpϕcharq “

"

tanpϕcritq p1 ` αi
charψq if ψ ă 0

tanpϕcritq if ψ ą 0

tanpϕlimq “

"

tanpϕcritq p1 ´ αi
limψq if ψ ă 0

tanpϕcritq if ψ ą 0

(19)

Both parameters αi
char and α

i
lim in Equation (19) are positive. This way, dila-

tive interfaes exhibit a stress peak and dilatany when sheared, while purely

ontrative ones do not exhibit a distint peak and with only ontrative normal

relative displaements.

The behaviour an be hypo-elasti depending on the value of the loal tan-

gential stress τq:

τq “ τ ´ σ tanpϕXq (20)

A kinemati hardening is onsidered: the hardening parameter ϕx orresponds

to the enter of the yield surfae (Figure 10). Equation (21) de�nes the yield

surfae boundaries (see also Figure 10):

|τq| ´ σ tanpϕeq “ 0 (21)

An isotropi hardening is also onsidered through the evolution of ϕe. The

equations that rule the evolution of ϕX and ϕe involve two parameters, a
i
and

Ai
respetively. They are similar to those for X and R in CJS model (see [78℄

for more details).

3.1. Hypoelasti mehanism

Inside the yield surfae previously de�ned, a linear relation links

~dσ “
pdσ, dτq to ~dl “ pdu, dγq. It is an unoupled relation, with sti�nesses depending

both on the normal stress and on the relative density ID (see also [69, 79℄):

dσ “ kn du dτ “ ks dγ

ô dσ “ kn0 p1 ` 10 IDq

ˆ

σ

σ0

˙n

dτ “ ks0 p1 ` 10 IDq

ˆ

σ

σ0

˙n
(22)

Equation (14) inludes two parameters: kn0 and ks0 whose values are related to

σ0 that is a referene stress and thus not an additional parameter.

3.2. Plasti mehanism

For a stress state on the yield surfae, when the stress inrement is di-

reted outward, plasti yield ours. The plasti normal displaement an be

ontrative if |τ |{σ ă tanpϕcharq or dilative for |τ |{σ ą tanpϕcharq. Equation

(19) involving the parameter ψ modi�es the value of ϕchar and allows purely

ontrative or dilative interfaes to be modeled. The intensity of the normal

displaements is ruled by a parameter βi
through an equation similar to equa-

tion (8) previously presented for the element of soil volume. The internal state
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of the interfae is onsidered as a�eting not only ϕchar but also the intensity

of normal displaements:

βi “ βi
0
exppαi

β ψq (23)

Equation (23) involves two parameters βi
0
and αi

β . Note that, like for β in CJS

model, βi
is negative.

Finally, CJSi model has 13 parameters, inluding two of them desribing the

CSL. It is designed to model the behaviour of rough soil-struture interfaes

irrespetive of the interfae density state. If ψ ă 0, for states suh that τ{σ ą
tanpϕcharq, the behaviour is dilative (du ă 0) under elasto-plasti loading, and

a peak for the mobilized frition τ{σ is exhibited. If ψ ą 0, only ontrative

deformations our (du ą 0) and no peak for the mobilized frition appears.

Smooth interfaes an also be simulated setting null values for parameters βi
0
and

αi
β . Comparisons with experimental data for Fontainebleau sand are presented

in setion 4.

4. Case study involving a pile-soil interation

A boundary value problem that onstitutes the subjet of a blind benhmark

in the national projet SOLCYP is studied. The problem to solve involves an

axially yli loaded pile plaed in a Fontainebleau sand massif. The ruguosity

of the pile is about 0.44 times the mean diameter of the Fontainebleau sand,

D50, the interfae may thus be onsidered as rough [72℄. The onstitutive model

CJS for the element of soil volume and the model CJSi for the pile-soil interfae

are used. Table 1 lists the physial properties of Fontainebleau sand, and its

partile size distribution is depited in Figure 11.

CU emin emax

1.49 0.510 0.882

Table 1: Physial properties of Fontainebleau sand.

4.1. Calibration and validation of CJS model for Fontainebleau sand

Triaxial tests involving samples of Fontainebleau sand [80℄ and performed in

Navier laboratory, partner of the projet SOLCYP, are used to alibrate CJS

model. They are also used to hek its preditive ability. The tests over a wide

range of initial pe, pq values but only monotonous tests were performed.

Three tests, denoted C1, C2 and C3 in Table 2, are used to alibrate the

parameters of CJS model. Some assumptions for parameters Ke0
and Γe{p are

made and veri�ed with a bak-analysis of the experimental volumetri deforma-

tion urves. For given values of these parameters, the volumetri deformation

due to the hypo-elasti and the isotropi plasti mehanisms an be analytially

omputed. Then, the third part of the volumetri deformations oming from

the deviatori plasti mehanism an be isolated from the experimental data.
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Figure 11: Partile size distribution urve of Fontainebleau sand

Test name Initial void ratio ID (%) Con�ning pressure (kPa)

C1 0.709 46 400

C2 0.638 66 200

C3 0.573 83 50

V1 0.637 66 50

V2 0.637 66 400

V3 0.579 81 100

Table 2: Triaxial tests on Fontainebleau sand used for the alibration and the validation of

CJS model.

Assumed values for Ke0
and Γe{p are onsidered as adequate when this latter

volumetri deformation exhibits a ontrative-dilative transition as expeted

for poorly dilative sands. Therefore, due to the lak of experiments under an

isotropi path, the identi�ation of these latter parameters is only provided

qualitatively.

In order to determine the CSL parameters, we use assumptions formulated by

Biarez [81℄. They state that maximum and minimum void ratios emax and emin

[82℄ are states belonging to the Critial State Line for approximately p “ 0.1MPa

and p “ 5MPa respetively.

Beause only triaxial ompressions tests are available, the parameter γ is de-

termined assuming that the CJS yield riterion presents the same ratio between

triaxial ompression and extension strengths as predited by Lade riterion (Fig-

ure 3). The radius of the ritial surfae, Rcrit is then obtained thanks to the

plateau of test C1 (see Figure 12). The maximum value for the hypo-elasti ra-

dius Rm is supposed to be equal to half of Rcrit (available yli tests would have

allowed to investigate this point more in detail). Parameter αlim is identi�ed in

suh a way that peaks of resistane in tests C2 and C3 an be retrieved. The

hardening parameters a0, αa, A are obtained after a trial-and-error method to

get bak the whole stress urves. Finally, the parameters for the plasti potential
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are also obtained through a trial-and-error method, thanks to the experimental

volumetri deformation urves.

The identi�ation of CJS model parameters would have been of better qual-

ity on the basis of an isotropi ompression test (presenting a loading and an

unloading phase), a deviatori ompression test involving an unloading until

reahing the peak in the extension domain and a one-way yli deviatori test

so that the hypo-elasti domain may reah its widest extent. Despite this lak

of information, a very good agreement is obtained between the experimental

results and CJS model exept for the volumetri deformation urve for test C2

(Figure 12). It means that the alibrated CJS parameters satisfatorily math

the experimental data. The values for the parameters of CJS model are sum-

marized in Table 3.
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Figure 12: Calibration of CJS model with triaxial tests on Fontainebleau sand.

Hypo-elasti and isotropi plasti mehanisms Critial state line

Ke0
(MPa) Ge0

(MPa) n Γe{p e0crit λcrit ξ

250 35 0.5 2 0.899 0.017 0.8

Deviatori plasti mehanism

Yield and plasti limit riterions Plasti potential

γ Rcrit αlim a0 αa A (Pa

´1
) Rm αchar β0 αβ

0.686 0.255 1.8 16.3 10´5
3 15 10´5

0.125 0 -0.139 -5

Table 3: Identi�ed parameters for CJS model for Fontainebleau sand (p0=100 kPa).

One CJS model has been alibrated from tests C1 to C3, three other tests

V1 to V3 (Table 2) are used for validation purpose. A good agreement is then

obtained for both the deviatori stress path and the volumetri deformations

(Figure 13) whih on�rms the relevane of CJS model.

4.2. Calibration of the interfae parameters

Fontainebleau sand was used by [83℄ as an interfae medium along a rough

steel struture. Two interfae shear tests under onstant normal load (σ “ 100
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Figure 13: Validation of CJS relation on triaxial tests on Fontainebleau sand.

kPa), for two soil densities, were performed. Eah test presents two loading

reversals. CJSi parameters are alibrated using the experiments aording to a

proedure similar to the one used for the alibration of CJS model. The result

of the alibration proess is presented in Figure 14 for the parameters listed in

Table 4. The simulation urves are onsidered as in a good agreement with the

experiments.

Hypo-elasti mehanism Critial state line

kn0 (MPa/m) ks0 (MPa/m) n e0 i
crit ccrit

550 200 0.5 0.71 0.065

Deviatori plasti mehanism

Yield and plasti limit riteria Plasti potential

tanpφcritq αi
lim ai Ai

(Pa

´1
) tanpφmq αi

char βi
0

αi
β

0.8 0.6 0.015 0.02 0.3 2 -0.308 -2

Table 4: CJSi parameters (for σ0=100 kPa) for a rough interfae omposed of Fontainebleau

sand.

At the time of the projet, no other data for the same system were available.

Thus, CJSi model annot have been validated at a homogeneous sale. Setion

4.3 involving the interfae relation in a boundary value problem ontributes

in a ertain extent to validate CJSi model for Fontainebleau sand interfaes.

Homogeneous sale alibration and validation were previously proposed for other

interfaes [78℄.

4.3. Cyli axial loading simulation of a pile

A yli axial loading of a pile built in Fontainebleau sand is �nally on-

sidered. Small-sale experiments were performed with a entrifuge devie in

the Frenh Institute IFSTTAR [84℄, partner of SOLCYP projet. Herein, a nu-

merial simulation of the experiments is proposed, using FLAC software (ode

ITASCA) in whih CJS and CJSi models have been previously implemented.

The set of model parameters used in the study is the one previously identi�ed
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Figure 14: Calibration of the parameters CJSi interfae model.

for Fontainebleau sand. The void ratio is initially equal to 0.555 (ID « 88%),

in both experiments and simulations.

In the atual experiments, the pile is �rst maintained in its �nal position,

before �lling the tank with the sand. Therefore, the pile is not driven into the

granular material. The tank width is equal to ten times the pile radius. Then,

the hypothesis of an axisymmetri isolated pile in a semi in�nite sand massif

holds true. This system is depited in Figure 15. In the model, displaements

in ~x diretion are prohibited along AB and CD sides, while ~y-displaements

are prohibited along CB. The soil is disretized into zones (elements) whose

behaviour is ruled by CJS model. A su�ient number of elements is hosen

(Figure 16) to obtain a response independent of the meshing. The metalli pile is

also disretized and behaves elastially with appropriate parameters. Numerial

interfaes between pile and soil zones are ruled by the previously alibrated

CJSi model. Interfaes simulation involve a high number of nodes, related to

the number of zones. The CJSi model is applied for eah node, aording to the

relative displaements ouring at the node. This provides a loal desription

of the behaviour.

The CJS model being designed for granular soils, ases with p ă 0 annot be

handled. In order to avoid divergenes of the omputations at the top surfae

of the sand massif beause of exessive low values for p, an isotropi stress state

of 5 kPa is added to eah zone of the model, together with an external pressure

of the same value along DA.

First, a monotoni ompression is simulated by imposing a onstant veloity

for the nodes at the top of the pile. The speed is hosen low enough so that

a quasi-stati loading ondition holds true. This ondition was satis�ed sine

the stress state has not evolved when the loading was kept at a given onstant

value. The numerial and experimental evolutions of the vertial fore ating

on the pile are ompared in Figure 16.

No lear plateau is obtained with the numerial model, while one was ob-

served in the experiments. Moreover, in spite of a disrepany found for the

initial sti�ness (the numerial sti�ness overestimates the experimental one by

roughly 70%), the result an be quali�ed as in a good agreement with the ex-
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Figure 16: Experimental and numerial monotoni ompression tests. The two experimental

tests allow the repeatability of experiments to be athed. The two numerial urves allow

the independeny with respet to the mesh disretization to be heked.

periments.

Axial yli loadings that were also performed on the pile are also simulated.

A stress ontrol at the top of the pile allows to follow a two-ways yli loading

path between two extreme values for the vertial fore, one on the ompressive

side Fmax
c and the other one on the tensile side for the pile: Fmax

t , see Figure

17. Fmax
c is approximatively equal to 2MN whih is not too severe ompared to

the maximum pile strength (see Figure 16). Moreover, Fmax
c « 7 |Fmax

t |, thus
the yle is mainly ompressive. Six yles of loading were simulated. During

the yles, the pile settlement inreases due to the shaft load redution. In

Figure 17, a shaft load redution of about 18% is indeed observed during the

�rst six yles. While the maximum mobilized frition angle remains onstant

in the lateral interfae (Figure 18a), the tangential shear stress dereases due

to the derease of the normal stress (Figure 18b). The normal stress redution

is aused by ontration of the soil around the pile within a zone that extends
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approximatively up to 5 times the radius of the pile.
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Figure 18: Extreme stress states of the lateral interfae during yles.

If we extrapolate the vertial settlement hanges through a linear trend,

the number of yles of Fmax
c leading to a settlement equal to 10% of the pile

diameter an be estimated. The result is given in Table 5 together with the

simulated settlement after the �rst loading and ompared to the experimental

results. For suh ompressive loading yles, the agreement is found satisfatory.

In partiular, the numerial model of the experimental test approximates the

number of yles triggering �failure� in a good manner. The experimental result

is underestimated by around 36% , whih is on the onservative side.

5. Conlusion

In this work, a onstitutive model for granular soils and a onstitutive model

for rough soil-struture interfaes involving a granular soil have been presented.
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Num. Exp.

Vertial displaement after �rst loading (mm) 7.6 8

Number of yles triggering "failure" of the pile 23 36

Table 5: Numerial and experimental results for a yli loading of a pile. "Failure" of the

pile is de�ned for a vertial displaement of the pipe equal to the tenth of its diameter.

They are losely related to the internal state of the volume element of soil

or of the interfae respetively. The in�uene of density, mean pressure and

anisotropy of ontat diretions within the ohesionless material whih are nowa-

days quite well established, were emphasized. A unique set of model parame-

ters is used though large hanges with the internal struture are likely to our

throughout yli loadings. CJS model for the volume element was deeply en-

haned in this regard and a similar interfae model denoted CJSi was derived.

The introdution of a state parameter proposed by [54℄ with referene to the

ritial state line allows to enompass the e�ets of density and mean pressure

for soil and interfaes. In the ase of the volume element of soil, a kinemati

hardening of the yield surfae is required to take into aount the e�ets of

indued anisotropy on the behaviour of the material.

A multi-sale validation of CJS and CJSi model was provided using exper-

iments involving Fontainebleau sand. After the alibration of CJS model pa-

rameters, monotoni triaxial experiments with di�erent initial states inluding

density and mean pressure ould have been predited with a good auray. Di-

ret shear tests of an interfae between Fontainebleau sand and a rough struture

ould have been reprodued for two density states and throughout two reversals

of loading diretion. Finally, a boundary value problem was studied on the basis

of these two onstitutive models. It was part of a benhmark where entrifuge

tests on an axially loaded pile were performed. The simulations of the mono-

toni and yli loadings on the pile were predited with fairly good auray

validating the onstitutive models presented in this work.
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